been given for obtaining knowledge on this important class of complaints, not only to the general medical student, but to those members of the profession who dedicate themselves exclusively to the treatment of mental diseases. Some years ago, Bethlem and St. Luke's hospitals were made more accessible for such purposes; and reference need only be made to the late proceedings at both these institutions, to show the benefits accruing from these improvements. " We are glad, however, to perceive the onward movement proceeds, and that the chief authorities of the first-named noble establishment have just agreed upon important regulations, with the view of increasing the student's means of obtaining instruction, and of diminishing the expense when visiting the wards of Bethlem Hospital. receiving and detaining in his house a patient, on the authority of " two physicians" only, commits a misdemeanor, and is liable to be seriously punished. It may be said, " Oh, any person will sign the order; that is but a trifling part of the proceeding." But, gentlemen, it makes a very material alteration in your statement. You publish only a portion of the truth; let us have the whole of it. This is necessary before being qualified to form a correct judgment of the existing state of the law. The Act of Parliament is expressly framed for the purpose of obviating, in every possible way, the unjust confinement of persons on the ground of insanity. The two medical men who are required to sign the certificates, are to see the patient apart from each other; they are to state, in detail, the grounds for their opinions, to specify the particular delusions or actions of the party which, in their opinion, constitute insanity, and such a degree of insanity as to justify a deprivation of liberty. In addition to this, the party receiving the patient, on the " order" and medical certificates, is required to employ a medical gentleman to examine the patient, and this medical man is required by the law to state liis opinion of the case, and to forward to the Commissioners, within a few days, a statement of the bodily and mental condition of the party placed under restraint.* In this way, the public has every guarantee against the unjust detention of persons on the plea of unsoundness of mind. If a conspiracy exists, the relative so giving the " order," the two medical men filling up the certificate, the medical man who sees and examines the patient after his admission, and the proprietor of the asylum, must be parties. Compare these facts with the allegation?the unfair representation of the " committee on equity"?that " simply on the-certificates of two physicians a person might be condemned to perpetual imprisonment on the charge of insanity!" I now come to the question of " perpetual imprisonment." Surely, the Commissioners in Lunacy will not feel themselves highly complimented. How absurd is the statement. "Perpetual imprisonment!"?the-idea is preposterous. Is it likely that if the medical man required to see the patient is disposed unnecessarily to prolong the confinement of a particular individual, that the Commissioners in Lunacy are likely to sanction such a proceeding P They are compelled to visit all licensed establishments, and to examine each inmate, and to discharge those whom they conceive unjustly detained. They may enter a house any day or hour they think proper, and at night if necessary; they are empowered to examine witnesses on oath; they never give any intimation of their visit, and every precaution is taken to prevent the possibility of a party being improperly confined on the plea of mental incapacity. I (by the editoe.)
Since the correspondence which immediately precedes this article was sent to press, the members of the " Society for the Promotion of the Amendment of the Law" have met, for the purpose of reconsidering the report of the " Conflnittee on Equity," relative to the proposed alterations in the law of lunacy. On the suggestion of Mr. Lathom Browne, the question was adjourned, tor the purpose of affording that gentleman an opportunity of bringing forward certain objections which he considered almost fatal to the contemplated changes. At the request of Mr. Browne, the discussion of the subject was again deferred. At the last meeting of the Society, Mr.
Lathom Browne stated in detail, with great ability and much effect, his objections to the report. A long and interesting discussion followed, and the result was, that the report was unanimously referred back to the Committee. We congratulate the profession generally, and particularly that portion engaged specially in the treatment of the insane, on the wise determination
